
{ FREE PRINTABLES } PLEASE NOTE:

All the freebies made available by ELEPHANTSHOE are created for personal 
use only. Commercial use of these designs are strictly prohibited. You are 
therefor able to use these designs in any way as long as it is not meant to 
generate profit. You may not use the designs for business purposes or for your 
branding. Alterations to or redistribution of the files are prohibited. Please 
reference ELEPHANTSHOE or direct to our blog should you want to share the 
freebies on your website or blog.  

http://blog.elephantshoelove.com

WISHFUL WONDER

Although we love to spoil our family and 
friends all year round the festive season 
is the perfect opportunity to have a bit of 
fun with your giving and to create some 
unique and special gifts using a few DIY 
ideas. All you need to do to get going is 
visit the Consol shop to purchase the glass 
items that we have used below and sim-
ply download our FREE PRINTABLES and 
follow our guidelines for each project.

DIRECTIONS

1.    Please print page 2 of the  
       downloaded document onto         
       an thick A4 card stock.         

2.    Trim each item by cutting along   
       the outer edge.
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Festive Wishes
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WISHES
FESTIVE

My name:

My wish :

DIRECTIONS : THE WISHING JAR

SHOPPING LIST
1. Large Consol Jar 
2. Coloured Paper 
3. Twine or Ribbon
4. Pencil or Pen

METHOD

STEP 1: Prepare a stack of cards for your family and friends to write their Christmas wishes on by cutting   
             out paper into small cards.
STEP 2: Hand your family and friends the cards to fill out their Christmas wishes with a pen or pencil.
STEP 3: Roll each card up into a scroll and tie closed with a small piece of twine or ribbon.
STEP 4: Pop into a large Consol glass jar. Attach Wishing jar label with a thick piece of ribbon or lace.
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